76	UNCONSCIOUS HANDICAPS
set of conditions exists in relation to so-called nervous
breakdown.
Every form of so-called nervous ailment is a symp-
tom of the existence of unconscious mental turmoils;
and when a {{ breakdown " occurs there is in reality a
breaking out of something; a something that has at
last become too insistent to be any longer restrained.
It is not necessary, however, to get to the invalid-chair
stage of helplessness for unconscious handicaps to be
apparent; neither is it wise to be in any way too self-
satisfied as regards our own selves in this respect. For
that matter, the person who is wholly free from
unconscious handicaps is exceptional.
Have you ever had the experience of going along
with the routine of life in the usual manner, and then
almost all at once of having a feeling of depression come
over you ? You get the " hump "—to use a homely yet
expressive term. As far as you can consciously appre-
hend, nothing has happened to cause this mental condi-
tion ; in fact, there is only one thing about it that you
really understand, and that is that you have it.
Very often the term pr&jmy^cm^ is used in relation
to such a passing feeling of depression; there is an
anxious feeling; a feeling that something unpleasant
is going to happen. After this, whenever you have
any such feeling, don't worry about anything going to
happen; it has happened already. Something has
, happened already, and probably in the long, long ago
i at that; and you are just living it over again—though
perhaps you don't know it. Something or other,
unknown to your conscious self, " touched off" that
unconscious mental mechanism of yours and stirred
again into fierce activity some bunch of !* touchy "

